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The activities started on Thursday 18th, the twelve members coming 

from Hamburg (Germany), Sicily (Italy) and Zlotow (Poland) visited 

our center in order to participate in our culture day, which  is 

celebrated  every year in May. 

The visit started with a tour around the different premises of our 

school, scorted by the coordinator of the Majorcan activity, Mr. 

Reus. 

 

 



 

After they participated in the handing in of the different literary, 
photography prizes, and other contests. 
 
 

 
 
 



 
 

 
In order they could see some features of our culture, the pupils of 
the traditional Majorcan dance of our school showed, wearing the 
traditional customs, how our dances have been preserved through 
the years. Then, a group of devils “Dimonis Trabucats”, meaning 
crazy devils, lit the court of La Balanguera with fire, smoke and 
some small fireworks. 



 
 

 
Thanks to the generosity of our Association of pupils, we 
could taste the typical Majorcan barbecue. 



 

 
 

 
The following day we started the official activities, and we 



showed the participants how we use the new technologies 

in our center, mainly the Edmodo platform. Miquel and Mr. 
Rigo, the Edmodo coordinator explained to the members 
how we use it and how useful is this platform for our 
community. 
 

 
 

 



After this working section, we gave them a souvenir of their 

stay in Majorca, offering them a typical brunch from the 
island (bread with oil, cheese and “camaiot”) and finally the 
participants left the center but we followed with other set 
activities. 
 

 

 
The first one was a cycling activity along the Maritim 
Promenade in Palma. We went to Ciutat Jardi where we ate 
two different types of paella in the restaurant “El Palau de 



l’arròs” and thanks too the Students Association of La 

Balanguera the participants of Erasmus Plus enjoyed the 
dinner that every year is organized in Son Pardo, to 
celebrate the end of the activities and they shared the 
different activities and dances which they have learnt 
throughout the year. 
 
These two days were very intense and helpful for all of us. 
We really hope they have enjoyed their stay with us and 
that they will remember Majorca forever. 
 
 


